LESS STRESS. MORE CONTROL.

A CONTINUOUS SOLUTION FOR SWINE PRODUCERS, WORKERS AND NEIGHBORS TO CONTROL HOUSE, STABLE AND FRUIT FLIES

Fly infestations on swine operations can have costly effects, from trim loss and reductions in weight gain to the spread of diseases. ClariFly® Larvicide is a feed-through fly control product that reduces fly populations by disrupting the fly life cycle. Swine operators across the country are achieving less stress and more control by adding ClariFly® Larvicide to their integrated pest management program. On the back, read what your fellow pork producers are saying about ClariFly® Larvicide!
“ClariFly has by far been the most effective product we’ve used and I intend to use it long-term now in my facility. The product was simple to use and was just added into the feed when it was milled. Within two weeks, I saw a reduction of flies. By week four, they were essentially gone.”

- CTA Pork, a 2,200 head finisher

“The flies upset our neighbors and that drove us to find a solution for the infestation issues. The overall number of flies has drastically decreased since we started incorporating ClariFly. The flies were getting to be a big nuisance, and our employees are much happier now.”

- Ben Pitstick; Fine Swine, a 20,000 sow farrow/wean system

“I didn’t tell my 17 employees that we started using ClariFly, but shortly after using it, they said the flies were better and they didn’t see as many. We’ve also noticed a problem with fruit flies/gnats, and they seemed to reduce in numbers once we began using ClariFly.”

- Mac Magee; Commercial Concepts Al, Inc. (CCAI), a 600 boar stud

“We were interested in ClariFly because it’s easy to implement since we make our own feed. It was a cost efficient method for us, and there was an 80-90% reduction in fly/gnat numbers within two to three weeks. Results were as advertised with ClariFly – it’s a no brainer.”

- Jeremy Ranck; Noble Oak Farm, a 300 sow farrow/finish operation

“There were some diseases in the area that flies carry, and ClariFly reduced the chance of them spreading. After using the product, it was really pleasurable to work in the barns. ClariFly pretty much eliminated all flies, once it kicked in. It was remarkable. I’m a huge believer in the product.”

- Steve Jones; Country View Family Farms, a 60,000 sow integration system

“ClariFly made our work environment a pleasant place to work in again. We saw quick results within a month, and we could walk through the barn again without walking through a wall of flies. We are super pleased with the results and so are our employees.”

- Kimberly Bricker; Franklin Family Farms, a 4,000 sow farrow/finish producer

“ClariFly worked as it was promoted. We saw results in four weeks, and in six weeks saw practically no flies with an estimated 90% reduction. I did not use any other sprays, or fly control during the use of ClariFly. The cost was definitely well worth it!”

- Terry Sweitzer; Cedar Hill Pork, a 700 sow farrow/feeder producer

To add ClariFly® Larvicide to your feed mix, contact your micro ingredient supplier or local feed dealer. For more information or help starting an IPM program, call 1.800.347.8272 or visit CentralFlyControl.com.